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Date Question Posed: ............................ 9/25/18 

Date Question Responded: .................... 9/26/18 

Question: 
Vendor to provide a break-down of all expected costing worksheet, Functional Technical Requirements, 

Vendor Support Information.xlsx workbook, including both the cost of implementation and eventual 

operations as part of the proposal. 

Are you only seeking pricing for the 2 modules that are part of this FRP? Core HR and Recruiting? There 

are many more modules that aren’t budgeted for in the RFP document and I want to confirm what 

you’re looking for from a pricing perspective. 

Response(s): 
The pricing sections of the spreadsheet should include all pricing relevant to the proposal. If multiple 

modules or feature sets are required and explained in the proposal; then their associated costing will 

need to be cited on the spreadsheet. 

All modules available in any proposed solution(s) must be clearly stated along with available pricing. In 

case there is a difference (or not) in pricing if a module is independently selected from a product 

package this distinction must be clearly showcased and stated in the proposal and support documents. If 

implementation costs will vary by module versus package perspective, this should also be clearly 

showcased. Implementation costs must also explicitly include Training plans with timelines and costs 

associated with each distinct level. Any discounts or deals applicable must be clearly delineated as 

separate rows with proper explanation of benefit being offered to the Tribes. 

The Tribes would like to obtain a clear understanding of the entirety of possibilities available in terms of 

modules or solutions included in a package and related implementation challenges.  This will enable the 

Tribes to better gage its immediate needs together with future scope for either expansion, transition 

&/or integration with other functional modules with current or new HR, Payroll, Accounting etc. systems 



for planning ahead such that proper project plans and funds are in place for successful change 

management. 

RFP Reference(s): ...................... 3.024.14 (pg. 7) 

Question(s) Deadline: .......................... 10/10/18 
 

 

See RFP section 2.01 for guidance on submitting any clarification questions regarding this RFP. 


